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Abstract

Background: -Video-based teaching, a distance learning tools is widely being used in the present COVID-19 pandemic. Present study compares cognitive and affective domains learning outcomes between traditional and video-based physiology lecture. Methods and material: - A total of 25 female students of Applied Medical College, Prince Sattam bin Abdul Aziz University, kingdom of Saudi Arabia during 2019 were selected for the study. Physiology course consist of 45 credit hours in a fifteen-week semester. Students were evaluated by various methods for different levels of cognitive and affective domains between traditional method of endocrine physiology lecture session and video-based digestive physiology lecture session. Marks obtained by each student in all the assessment methods of cognitive and affective domains were calculated to get a total mean score and expressed in percentage and compared between the traditional and video-based physiology lecture. Results: - The total mean score for all the assessment methods of the cognitive domains in the digestive physiology lecture with video was 70% and endocrine lecture without video was 50%. The total mean score for affective domain in the digestive physiology lecture with video was 80% and endocrine lecture without video was 50%. Cognitive domain show no major difference between traditional endocrine physiology and video-based digestive physiology lecture, while student performance was good for affective domain in the lecture supported by video. Conclusion: - Video-based teaching helps the learner to achieve objectives of the different levels of affective domain compared to cognitive domain as well as compared to traditional lecture with no video.
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Introduction: - Physiology is a basic fundamental science for many medical and para medical health programs. Understanding of human physiology is a necessary subject area and foundation for clinical practice. Majority of the student suggest physiology as a very vast and difficult subject to understand and retain in memory. It brings a greater challenge for the teachers to make understand physiological concept, because of its theoretical nature that requires rational efforts by student to understand the mechanism of the body function. Therefore it is essential that student utilize effective learning strategies to overcome these difficulties for better understanding of any subject in order to achieve the course objectives and learning outcome. Physiology teachers need to adopt different teaching-learning strategies that are preferable for helping different students to learn and achieve the course objective effectively. Video-based teaching materials have been sought to offer a promising method in delivering the intended learning content that may not be available in the traditional print-based illustration.
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Incorporating videos in traditional lecture will be able to achieve course intended learning outcome, since video is considered as a successful medium, because it links the audio and visual together to provide a multisensory experience for the learner. It is a fact that the visual component is memorable. Based on this fact, Kozma, argued that simultaneous processing of auditory and visual information might aid learning. Integrating video technology in a physiology courses can enhance the student learning, understanding and retention power. Studies reported that the use of videos have a positive impact on their motivation as well as concentration levels. Video based teaching causes student’s satisfaction concerning knowledge. Although video-based teaching in medical education is advanced in its field and brought a constructive influence on the learning outcome, however, in what way the video-based teaching influences different domains of learning outcome need to be recognize.

The Blooms taxonomy mentions that the educational objectives are mainly framed in three learning domains: Cognitive, Affective and Psychomotor. The cognitive domain involves the development of knowledge and skills. The affective domain involves our emotions and attitudes. The psychomotor domain is comprised of motor skills. Cognitive domains can be evaluated at different levels including knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, evaluation and synthesis. Likewise, the affective domain is evaluated at different levels including, receiving, responding, valuing, organization, characterization. Thus, Present study investigates cognitive and affective learning outcome domains between traditional and video-based physiology lecture (Fig-1). Study lacks the investigation of psychomotor skill due to failure of student to involve in the psychomotor skill due to covid 19 pandemic.

**Figure-1:** Diagrammatic representation of learning methods and intended learning outcome

**Material and Methods**- The participants in the present study are the female Students of Applied Medical Science Prince Sattam bin Abdul Aziz university kingdom of Saudi Arabia. This study involves the assessment of cognitive and affective learning domains between video-based physiology lectures and traditional lecture without video. The study sample comprised of a total of 23 students from a batch who registered for human physiology course in level three during the academic year 2018–2019 after successfully completing level two. All students were informed during the course of action about the study design and aim of the study in order to get better cooperation from the students. Correspondingly informed consent was obtained at the beginning of the study and confidently was maintained. Physiology course has a credit of 45 hours in a 15-week semester with three hour each in a week. The course was designed into 10 modules. Each module involves covering the physiological systems that includes cardiovascular, respiratory, urinary, digestive, nervous, blood, endocrine, musculoskeletal and reproductive systems. Endocrine and digestive physiology module was selected to implement the present study. The study involves two lecture, first lecture involves the assessment of cognitive domain between video based digestive physiology and endocrine physiology without video. Correspondingly, second lecture involves the assessment of affective domain between video based digestive physiology and endocrine physiology without video. Each lecture period is divided into two sessions first session involve the teaching of digestive physiology with the help of video and second session of the lecture involves the teaching of endocrine physiology in a traditional manner without any video support relating to the subject. After the end of each sessions of the lecture, students were evaluated for different levels of cognitive and affective learning outcomes domain. The assessment method for cognitive domain includes written exam involving, multiple choice question, true false, match the following, labeling diagrammatic drawings and short notes. Likewise, the assessment method for affective domains involves group discussion, quiz, viva-voci, assignment submission and class room discussion (Table-1). In both the session same teacher and similar group of students are involved in the study. During the assessment methods of the cognitive and affective learning domains the performance or grades of each student in all assessment methods for cognitive and affective domains in both sessions.
of the lecture were sum up to get a total score that is then calculated into mean score and expressed as percentage. The percentage was compared between the two sessions of the lecture. as in figure (2 and 3). The total mean score of all the student in first session of the lecture (digestive physiology with video) for each learning outcome domain were compared with the total mean score in second session of the lecture (endocrine physiology without video). Data was analyzed with the help of Microsoft Excel and is been used to see the difference between the cognitive and affective domains of learning outcome in traditional and video-based sessions.

Ethical clearance: This current study was done with ethical clearance from university. Study abided all ethical guidelines of the University and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Table-1: Represents learning outcome domains and assessment method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNo</th>
<th>Learning Outcome Domains</th>
<th>Assessment Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cognitive</td>
<td>Short tests or written exam which may include, matching; choose the answer, true false and labeling diagrammatic drawings, and short notes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Affective</td>
<td>Group discussion, Quiz, vivovoci, Group discussion, Assignment submission, Class room discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result and discussion: - There is an increasing prevalence of technology usage in higher education and video-based teaching plays important role in assisting these developments. The digitally recorded lecture content has sound, animations and motions that will make an easy tool to guide student about the complex educational information about a particular learning area. Trend of video-based lecture are advanced to a greater extent in medical education. Physiology is fundamental to medicine and is a basic science program for many medical and para medical health programs. In-depth understanding of human physiological concept is the foundation for learning pathophysiology, pharmacology, medicine, health assessment in future course of the study in the field of medicine. Video based teaching as one of the strategies for learning physiology has promising result in gaining the intended learning outcome that may be lacking in a traditional lecture class. Some of the feedback response obtained from students regarding traditional lecture was presented in table2. Due to increase in the tendency of video-based teaching, it would be important to evaluate the impact of these video-based teaching on the different levels of domains of learning outcome and compare it with traditional lecture.

Table -2-: Student feedback response on traditional lecture and video-based lecture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Response</th>
<th>Lecture along with videos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difficult to understand.</td>
<td>Lecture through video will make the subject easy to understand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More information and difficult to retain the information taught in the lecture.</td>
<td>The course will be more simplified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More chance of getting distraction from the lecture.</td>
<td>There are more colorful images and animation in video helping to concentrate in the lecture, and retain in the memory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult to concentrate for more period of time in traditional lecture class.</td>
<td>Less information easy to remember and less distraction of mind away from the lecture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult to reproduce the previous lecture information in the present lecture.</td>
<td>Easy to recollect the information from previous lecture due to audio visual information.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cognitive domain: - Learning processes in the cognitive domain include a hierarchy of skills involving, processing information, understanding, applying knowledge, solving problems, and conducting research. Further, it involves the development of mental skills and the acquisition of knowledge. According to blooms taxonomy, cognitive domains evaluated at different levels including knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation. In the present study, written exam has been utilized as an assessment method for evaluation of different levels of cognitive domain, written exams involves, multiple choice questions, true false, match the following, labeling diagrammatic drawings and short notes. The lecture is divided into two sessions, in the first session endocrine system was dealt in traditional method of teaching without video and second session of the lecture involve the teaching of digestive physiology as video-based teaching. At the end of each session of the lecture students were evaluated for different levels of cognitive domain through different assessment methods (table-1). The grades obtained by each student in all the assessment methods of the cognitive domain in both sessions of lecture were calculated to get a total mean score. The total mean score for all the assessment methods of the cognitive
domains in the digestive lecture with video was 70% expressed as percentage (Fig-2). The total mean score for all the assessment methods of the cognitive domain in the endocrine lecture without video was 50% expressed in percentage (Fig-2). Hence the difference between two sessions was 70% and 50%, that is the student performance in assessment methods between two sessions. Result shows that there was not much difference in student performance with regards to cognitive domain in both the sessions of the lecture. The different levels of cognitive domain involves student’s tendency of recalling important information to solve the questions like true false (remember), explaining important information to solve any short notes (understanding), solving closed ended problems such as true false (apply) and open ended problems like choose the correct answer (analyze), creating unique answers to problems such as match the following (synthesis) and making critical judgment based on sound knowledge such as labelling the diagrammatic drawing (evaluation).

All these different levels of cognitive domains where evaluated by the student’s performance in the assessment methods. Student’s performance for the cognitive domain shows no major difference when compared between two sessions of lecture (Fig-2). The student’s evaluations clearly demonstrate that cognitive domain has no major impact when the lecture was supported by video as compared to traditional method without video. However there was an improved performance of the students learning in a video-based lecture compared to traditional lecture, but the difference was not significant.

Figure-2: Show the total mean score for cognitive domain between traditional lecture (lecture with no video -LNV 50%) and video-based lecture (lecture with video -LWV 70%).

**Affective domain**: - The affective domain evaluated at different levels includes, receiving, responding, valuing, and organization. This domain includes the manner in which we deal with the things emotionally, such as feelings, values, appreciation, enthusiasms, motivations, and attitudes. The affective domain was commonly evaluated using methodologies such as, group discussion, quiz, group discussion, assignment submission, class room discussion. Students assessment for affective domain was done in same procedure as mentioned for the cognitive domain section. Consequently, the affective domain was evaluated in the two session of the physiology lecture first session includes digestive system supported by visual video system and second session includes endocrine lecture without video. The total mean score for all the assessment methods of the affective domain in the digestive lecture session with video was 80% expressed in percentage (Fig-3). The total mean score for all the assessment methods of the affective domain in the endocrine lecture session without video was 50% expressed in percentage (Fig-3). Hence the difference between two sessions was 80% and 50%. Student performance was good with regards to affective domain in the video session of the lecture compared to traditional method. The different levels of affective domain evaluated involves student’s willingness to listen (receiving and responding), willingness to be involved (valuing), willingness to be an advocate (organization), willingness to change once behavior (characterization). In the present study receiving level of affective domain was assessed though quiz and viva voci, the receiving level is to hear about a particular topic and respond to it when being assessed, it requires focused attention towards the lecture. In receiving and responding level of affective domain the learner shows active participation, moving from obedient response to enjoyment in responding. It demonstrates active participation of the learner in class room discussions. At this level, the learner must respond in the assessment tool verbally or in writing. Willingness to be involved (valuing) is assessed through their involvement in group discussion, at this level, the learner openly discusses their level of understanding regarding the topic discussed in lecture and hence improve the level of learning. In valuing, the learner describing how they are combining concepts into their work. Willingness to be an advocate (organization) is assessed though the student participation in assignment and enumerate the possible solution achieved to complete the assignments given. Prioritizes time effectively to meet the needs of the organization and explain the role of systematic planning in solving problems. Willingness to change once
behavior (characterization) is assessed through the student participation in class room activities, group discussion. Characterization involves the level of affective domain which controls the behavior of learner through the adjustment in personal, social and emotional behavior. It also involves cooperation in group activities to make a successful team work to solve a problem and shows professional commitments. It also involves to ethical practice to value people and change in behavior in a team work. In the present study, we observed that student performance was more satisfactory in all the levels of affective domain as compared to cognitive domain when the lecture was supported video (fig-3). Further it is reported that the student performance was good in the digestive session of the lecture supported by video compared to traditional method of endocrine lecture without video. Students satisfactorily achieved the objectives of different levels of affective domain in the lecture supported by video as compared to traditional lecture session without video.

The advantage of video-based learning according to one study which suggested that human brain can process video faster than text in process of learning. Video can grab the attention of the student and keep them attentive during the lecture. This will help them to improve learning and retention of knowledge that was acquired during the video-based lecture. It encourages thinking because the video involves text along with movies, images and sound of a particular physiological mechanism taking place in the human organ system, this will help in better understanding of the subject. Video-based lecture involves use of multiple senses to understand the concept. It allows them to recollect the visual representation of a particular physiological process if they fail to understand or recollect the text material of the topic. According to elearningindustry.com, a learner is likely to remember only 10% of textual content, 65% of visual content, but 95% of audio-visual content. Visualization works from a human perspective because we respond to and process visual data better than any other type of data. In fact, the human brain processes images 60,000 times faster than text, and 90 percent of information transmitted to the brain is visual. Since we are visual by nature, we can use this skill to enhance data processing and organizational effectiveness.

Figure- 3 Show the total mean score for affective domainbetween traditional lecture(lecture with no video -LNV 50%) and video-based lecture (lecture with video -LWV 80%).

Overall, students’ satisfaction with the use of video-based lectures was very high as compared with the traditional method of teaching human anatomy and physiology courses. Furthermore, the participants found the video-based lectures are enjoyable, interesting, and would like for video-based lectures to be compulsory. This was in the same line with Ghee and Heng, who illustrated that, students found the video lessons enjoyable and mentioned that “enjoyable learning scenario is a necessity to effective instruction”. In addition, Choi and Johnson, were equally supported that the learners found the video-based materials to be relevant and effective. This is because relevant and effective materials enable students to acquire specific skills, knowledge, and attitudes. The results suggest the benefits of using video-based teaching materials in enhancing student learning. Thus, carefully created videos related to the topic can be an effective way in making classroom learning exciting and interactive engagements. The achievement of learning outcome at the end of any effective learning strategies at the end of the course that the learner accomplished is an important milestone in education. Hence how video-based lecture affects the different domains of learning outcome is being evaluated in the present study. In the present study we compared the achievements of different domains of learning outcome between traditional lecture and video-based lecture. Our study reported that, video-based lecture is considered valuable in learning and meeting educational outcome within the affective
domain and is powerful medium for conveying the spectrum of human emotions to meet the affective learning objectives.

**Conclusion:** - In the present pandemic covid 19 situations teaching and learning has been shifted to online method. Different levels of cognitive and affective learning outcome were evaluated between a video-based digestive and traditional endocrine physiology lecture without video. Thus, present study reported that video-based teaching more satisfactorily achieved the objective of different levels of affective domains’ learning outcomes compared to cognitive domain in a video physiology lecture as well as compared to traditional lecture.
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